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For Covid-19 suspected cases, it is critical to diagnose them accurately and rapidly so that
they can be isolated and provided with required medical care. A self-learning automation
model will be helpful to diagnose the COVID-19 suspected individual using chest X-rays. AI
based designs, which utilizes chest X-rays, have been recently proposed for the detection of
COVID-19. However, these approaches are either using non-public database or having a
complex design. In this study we have proposed a novel framework for real time detection
of coronavirus patients without manual intervention. In our framework, we have intro-
duced a 3-step process in which initially K-means clustering, and feature extraction is per-
formed as a data pre-processing step. In the second step, the selected features are
optimized by a novel feature optimization approach based on hybrid differential evolution
algorithm and particle swarm optimization. The optimized features are then feed for-
warded to SVM classifier. Empirical results show that our proposed model is able to
achieve 99.34% accuracy. This shows that our model is robust and sustainable in diagnosis
of COVID-19 infected individual.

� 2021 Published by Elsevier Inc.
1. Introduction

In Dec-2019, coronavirus infection occurred in Wuhan, China and since then this virus has impacted millions of people
across the world [1]. WHO on Jan-30–2020 declared a global health emergency and coronavirus as a pandemic [2]. Several
cases from across the world which includes USA, Europe, Thailand, Australia were reported in the Feb-2020. This coronavirus
is named as SARS-CoV-2, a new family of SARS-COV by International Committee on Taxonomy of Viruses [3].

This coronavirus disease transmits from human to human causing rapid growth in infected patients. Due to this COVID-19
infected patients had increased across all parts of the world and the patient infected from this virus suffers from acute res-
piratory syndrome that includes fever, cough, chest pain and several other respiratory problems [4,5]. However, there are
cases reported in which people have shown no symptoms but were infected by COVID-19 [6]. To detect coronavirus, there
is Reverse Transcription Polymerase Chain Reaction (RTPCR) test available. In these tests, specimens from lower and upper
respiratory organs like nasal, sputum or nasal aspirate are collected from the person suspected to be infected by COVID-19 by
health specialist. But this test has limitations like the sample collection process is manual and depends on cooperation of
patient and skills of specialists, which may impact the accurate diagnosis of the virus. Also, this testing process is very time
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consuming and rate of detection is also very low. Due to these issues, repeated test are required to be performed for accurate
diagnosis [7,8].

The present testing methodology has limitations of accuracy and processing time, therefore, there is a need for rapid
detection of individuals suffering from COVID-19 so that infected patients can receive quick care and treatment. Studies have
shown that radiological images like X-ray or CT images can be used for the detection of COVID-19 [9]. These researches have
shown the benefits of using radiological images for detection of COVID-19. However, in such case, there will be need for
health specialists to read these images to identify the patients. The diagnosis of disease through radiological images can
be augmented with the help of machine learning models, which can help health specialist reduce subjectivity and time taken
in diagnosis. Therefore, diagnosis through machine learning models of high accuracy is required so that the authorities feel
encouraged to use these models in order to get the accurate and rapid results [10].

Many researchers have proposed various AI based models for rapid detection of COVID-19 infected patients by either
using X-rays or CT images. Wang et al. [11] proposed a deep learning based AI diagnostic model that uses CT images and
obtained accuracy of 79.3%. Another model proposed by Xu et al. [12] that classifies healthy, COVID-19, Influenza-A viral-
based pneumonia cases using CT images and claims accuracy of 86.7%. These studies use non-public datasets for testing their
AI based model. Wang et al. [13] proposed an approach where public dataset of SARS-CoV-2 X-ray images are used and
achieved an accuracy of 92.4%. Few more research studies have been done for the detection of COVID-19 using X-ray images
[14–16 17]. In all these studies pre-processed dataset is used. Another approach proposed by Ucar et al. [18] where deep
learning model is designed with Bayes optimization and public dataset with pre augmentation is used to reduce the data
imbalance. Ismael et al. [19] proposed a CNN model to detect the COVID-19 cases using chest X-ray images. Hussain
et al. [20] proposed a deep learning model for COVID-19 detection using chest X-ray images.

The major contribution of this study is to develop a self-learning model for rapid and real time detection of coronavirus
infected individuals. This model will work as an automated tool that can be used to assist medical professionals in improving
the COVID-19 diagnosis accuracy. In this framework, X-ray images are pre-processed in which step in which input X-ray
images are prepared into an acceptable size and format required by the model. This includes reading an image, resizing,
and augmentation. Augmentation is done for imbalanced dataset where images are artificially created by creating different
combinations of images by rotation, flipping, shear and adding noise. After pre-processing we have applied segmentation of
images by clustering them into similar groups. We have used K-mean clustering approach which is more common and uti-
lized for real world data sets [21]. In the next step feature extraction is performed on the clustered dataset collected from k-
means clustering. It is the process of capturing the relevant informative data from an image and build the feature set-in
coarse-grained manner. Feature extraction process will generate different features by describing the characteristics of the
chest x-ray image processed. These features may contain the dominant and non-dominant characteristics of an image
and these irrelevant and redundant features might impact the classification accuracy and computation time of the classifier.
Therefore, there is a need for a feature selection approach which will only choose the relevant and optimized features for
classification and this make the entire system more efficient. We have used a novel feature selection approach that uses dif-
ferential evolution algorithm(DE) [22] hybridized with particle swarm optimization (PSO) [23]. The optimized feature set is
used in support vector machine (SVM) classifier. Our aim is to achieve higher accuracy in diagnosis of coronavirus infected
individuals using X-ray images in real time, so optimized features and SVM helps in achieving higher accuracy, even with
limited size of data set. SARS-CoV-2 is a global pandemic which spreads rapidly from human to human and so data set from
x-ray images with large number of features are available, but this creates difficulty in classifying the data using standalone
classifier i.e. without proper features. Therefore, there is a need for feature optimization approach that could remove the
irrelevant features and, also help in dimensionality reduction by filtering the less informative features, which would lead
to improvement in the accuracy of classifier. The addition of feature selection process makes the model more robust and less
complex during classification computation.

Recent studies show that the evolutionary approaches are amongst the popular techniques for feature selection as they
are suitable for solving complex optimization problems [24]. Xue et al. [25] performed a detailed review on various evolu-
tionary approaches used for feature selection. Recently PSO and its variant have been adopted for feature selection problems.
Zhang et al. [26] proposed an approach based on multi objective PSO for optimization of cost-based feature selection. Xue
et al. [27] proposed another variant of PSO for optimization of large feature set to improve the classification accuracy. Engel-
brecht et al. [28] proposed a set based PSO variant for feature selection optimization. These solutions show the advantages of
PSO in feature selection but still problem in finding optimal feature set occurs when data has large number of features. In
recent years, differential evolution algorithm is also introduced for optimizing feature set specially in medical domain. Maza-
heri et al. [29] proposed an automated tool for detecting abnormal cardiac functions. DE, PSO algorithms are used as a feature
selection approach to achieve higher accuracy. Vivekananda et al. [30] proposed a variant of DE for optimization of feature
selected for cardiovascular disease. Zhang et al. [31] proposed a variant of DE for solving the multi-objective feature selection
problem. However, feature selection is still a problem specially with datasets having large number of features and very less
work has been done for optimizing feature set obtained from X-ray images. In order to optimize the feature selection in our
framework, we have introduced a novel approach by hybridizing Differential evolution algorithm with Particle swarm opti-
mization. In this approach, PSO is used to enhance the convergence speed and DE has been used to improve the population
diversity so that optimal feature set can be selected with precision. The procedure starts with DE=rand=2mutation strategy
with archival approach and therefore each generation will be able to search in larger space and avoid the premature
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convergence. Lately, PSO strategy is used in the evolution process to speed up the convergence. In addition to this we have
also adopted the parameters tuning during the evolution process. The coordination of changing mutation strategy and
parameters tracking and tuning during evolution process help in improving performance of our proposed approach. Further
the optimized feature set is then used in SVM [32] classifier for accurately detecting the COVID-19 positive and negative
cases.

SVM has recently received greater consideration in designing machine learning model as it possesses the generalization
ability even with relatively smaller data sets, which is not the case with other types of classifiers. The objective of ANNmodel
is to reduce the sum of square error among target label and therefore the performance of ANN is largely dependent on size
and quality the training set. However, in SVM the margin among different classes is maximized and therefore its perfor-
mance is not impacted by the rare training data set [33]. Also, SVM uses kernel function that helps SVM to classify the
non-linear objects.

The proposed framework model is different from previous designs in three ways: First, most of the previous models are
using non-public data set or with small set of public data set whereas our model is tested with relatively large public data set
available [13]. Moreover, we have applied data augmentation in order to solve the class imbalance problem with dataset.
Second difference is in classifier approach. All the previous model uses CNN classifier that uses supervised learning algorithm
and therefore performance is dependent on training data. There is a need to artificially augment the data in order to develop
the accurate model. Our framework is developed on three step process in which initially data pre-processing is done and
data is clustered using K-means clustering [21] and then feature extraction is done. This K-means clustering is unsupervised
learning algorithm and there is no need to supervise the model. K-means clustering subgroups the data based on the Euclid-
ian distance without any prior training. It is efficient yet simple approach. This is an important step to understand the under-
lying patterns in an image by subdividing them into clusters as per the characteristics. Third difference is the addition of
feature selection step. This is an important step as the processed data from pre-processing step have large feature set and
it is important to optimize the feature set so that higher classification accuracy is achieved. To achieve that we are proposing
a novel hybridization approach based on differential evolution algorithm and particle swarm optimization for feature selec-
tion. In this hybridization approach we have updated the DE mutation strategy with PSO and then in crossover approach the
best particles are chosen with sigmoid function. This collaboration between mutation and crossover strategy provides opti-
mized feature subset to SVM classifier. Utilizing this framework, we have achieved higher accuracy using chest X-ray images
and detect individuals suffering from coronavirus in real time.

The proposed framework is tested on large public data set of chest X-ray images and compared with other state of art
approaches. The propose approach is evaluated on seven parameters as number of features optimized, accuracy, correctness,
completeness, F-score, training time and classification time. We have applied k-fold cross-validation method in order to
ensure the reliability of our classifier and strengthen the simulation results. These results are compared with classical
SVM classifier. We have also compared the results with DE-SVM and PSO-SVM. Performance of our proposed approach is
also compared with eight recently proposed models as Wang et al. [13], Li et al. [14], Afshar et al. [15], Farooq et al. [16],
Chowdhury et al. [17], Ucar et al. [18], Ismael et al. [19], Hussain et al. [20]. Experimental results show that our proposed
model has superior performance than other approaches. We have also performed non-parametric Friedman’s test for eval-
uating the statistical significance of superiority of our proposed model. The test shows that our proposed model achieves
highest ranking among all other algorithms. Therefore, statistical test also confirms the superiority of our proposed model.

This paper is further organized into four sections. Preliminary approaches are discussed in Section 2; Proposed framework
is discussed in Section 3. Section 4 showcase the experimental results and comparative analysis. Conclusions and future
work are discussed in Section 5.

2. Related work

This section discusses the preliminary algorithms that are used in our framework. We have used Support vector machine
(SVM), Differential evolution (DE) and Particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithms.

2.1. Support vector Machine (SVM)

A supervised classification algorithm SVM [32] is better suited for solving classification problems. In SVM, the main objec-
tive is to look for a hyperplane in ndimensional space in order to classify the data set. A non-linear function is set as hðbÞ
where b is the training set and l � hðbÞ þ b ¼ 0 represents the classifier hyperplane. A decision function is defined as:
f bð Þ ¼ sign l � h bð Þ þ rð Þ. In this equation, lrepresents the orientation and rrepresents the related displacement position.
Equation for hyperplane classification can be represented as:
min

l;r; e
1
2
lTlþ C

Xn

i¼1
ei

Such that hi lT � h bið Þ þ r
� � � 1� eiei � 0; i ¼ 1;2; � � �n ð1Þ
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where hi and bi are the training label and training data respectively. For each i ¼ 1;2; � � �nwhere n represents the training
set size, bi 2 Rn and hi 2 þ1;�1f g: c is capacity constant, ei is a non-negative variable also known as slack variable. This slack
variable is an important attribute that demonstrate the violations of margin by sample bi. The characteristics of linear and
non-linear classifiers are almost same but with a difference of the Lagrange formulation in non-linear. So now the formula-
tion of the Eq. (1) re-represented as:
min

r
1
2

Xn

i¼1

Xn

j¼1
hihjrirjc bi; bj

� ��Xn

i¼1
ri;

s:t:
Xn

j¼1
rihi ¼ 0;0 � ri � C; i ¼ 1;2; � � �n ð2Þ
where ai is the support value, if 0 � ri � c, then ei is represented as the support vector (SV),
c bi; bj

� � ¼ h bið Þ � h bj

� �
is the kernel fucntion [34].

2.2. Differential evolution algorithm (DE)

DE [22] is a population-basedmetaheuristic approach which is stochastic in nature. DE has been applied in many domains
for solving different optimization problems which are complex in nature like medical image processing [35,36], Feature
selection [37,31]. DE begins by population initialization as Xi ¼ xi1; xi2; � � � ; xij; ::; xiD

� �
where Xis the candidate solution. This

process is followed by mutation, crossover and selection operation as shown below:

2.2.1. Mutation
Mutation strategy in DE named as }DE=� =n} can be represented as:
Vi;Gþ1 ¼ Xr1;G þ F: Xr2;G � Xr3;Gð Þ ð3Þ

Where Fis the scaling factor, r1; r2 and r3 are mutually exclusive random values in range 1;NP½ �.NPis the population size

and Number of generations is represented as G.

2.2.2. Crossover
Crossover operation is performed in order to improve the population diversity for target vector. Crossover rate CRis

applied in order to generate new trail vector as Ui;Gþ1. This operation is described as below.
Ui;Gþ1 ¼ Vi;Gþ1 ifrand � CR
Xi;Gþ1 otherwise

�
ð4Þ
where crossover probability is represented as CR 2 0;1½ �. rand is the random number and the value is in range [0,1].

2.2.3. Selection
In this operation, fitness value of each individual vector is compared, and best optimized values are selected based on

greedy selection. Thus, the target vector is defined as.
Xi;Gþ1 ¼ Ui;Gþ1 iff ðUi;Gþ1Þ � f ðXi;GÞ
Xi;G otherwise

�
ð5Þ
Where objective function f Xð Þwith k¼ 1;2; ::::::NP.NPis the population size. This process is repeated until stopping criteria
is met.

2.3. Particle swarm optimization

Kennedy and Eberhart [23] in the year 1995 introduced a novel technique based on swarm behaviour termed as Particle
Swarm Optimization (PSO). In this algorithm Xi ¼ xi1; xi2; xi3 � � � :xiDð Þ shows the position and v i ¼ v i1;v i2; � � � � � � � � � ;v iD is the
velocity for the particle i in search space of dimension D. Every particle in search space maintains its local and global best
position as lbestand gbestrespectively. PSO update its position (XiÞ and velocity (v iÞ for each iteration.

Initially PSO was introduced for solving continuous optimization problems but later as there were multiple discrete opti-
mization problems; like feature selection, PSO was augmented to binary PSO (BPSO) [38]. In BPSO position (XiÞ; and global
and local best ðgbestandlbestÞ can only take 0 and 1 values. Therefore, for BPSO the velocity calculation is updated as:
v i;Gþ1 ¼ Iw � v i;G þ a1 � b1 � lbestði;DÞ � Xi
� �þ a2 � b2 � gbetsði;DÞ � Xi

� �
ð6Þ
where a1, a2,b1 and b2 are acceleration constants. In a generation G;For Particle i, v i represents the velocity in dimension D.
Iwrepresents the Inertia weight that specifies the effect of previous velocity. lbestði;DÞ and gbestði;DÞ represents the local and glo-
bal best values.
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3. The proposed algorithm

The proposed framework for detecting COVID-19 is discussed in this section. In this framework, data is pre-processed in
which input images are prepared into an acceptable size and format required by the model. This process is feature extraction
in which image features like shape, size etc. are extracted followed by feature selection process for feature optimization.
Finally, the optimized feature subset is forwarded to classifier for detecting the COVID-19 impacted patient.

A novel Hybrid Differential evolution algorithm based on PSO with SVM is proposed to detect the coronavirus infected
individuals by classifying their chest X-ray images. The architecture framework of our proposed model is shown in Fig. 1.
This proposed model is trained end to end and Chest X-ray image are required as input to diagnose the individual as
Covid-19 positive or negative in real time without any manual intervention. Our framework follows the 3-step process.

1. Data pre-processing step in which input X-ray image data is prepared into an acceptable size and format required by the
model. This includes reading an image, resizing, and augmentation. In Section 3.3, we have discussed about the datasets
and pre-processing approach used in this study. After the pre-processing image segmentation is required to identify the
similar grouping of objects known as clustering. Clustering is a crucial step, as it is an important forerunner for the feature
extraction. Clustering is performed on unsupervised learning having no class information. In this process data with sim-
ilar attributes are grouped together. We have used K-means clustering technique as it is generally used in overlapping
clusters which is common case in real datasets. The detailed discussion on clustering analysis is done in Section 3.4. Fur-
ther, feature extraction process is applied to find out the characteristics of objects within an image. These characteristics
or objects like shape and colour can be used to define an object. Section 3.1 discusses the feature extraction process used
in this study.

2. Feature extraction process will generate different features by describing the characteristics of the chest x-ray image pro-
cessed. These features may contain the dominant and non-dominant characteristics of an image and these irrelevant and
redundant features might impact the classification accuracy and computation time of the classifier. Therefore, there is a
need for a feature selection approach which will only choose the relevant and optimized features for classification and
this make the entire system more efficient. We have used a novel approach for feature selection-based hybrid differential
evolution algorithm with PSO for feature optimization.

3. Finally, Feature subset obtained from step 2 will be used by SVM classifier for classification.

The step 1 is a data pre-processing step. The training and testing of the proposed model for detecting COVID-19 has been
performed using image dataset as mentioned in [13]. The images during training phase are clustered based on ‘‘Euclidian”
distance using K-means clustering approach with k = 2. The pseudo code for K-means clustering used in our model is shown
in Table 1.

3.1. Feature extraction

In the next step feature extraction is performed on the segmented dataset collected from K-means clustering. Feature
extraction is the process of capturing the relevant informative data from an image and build the feature set-in
Fig. 1. Block Diagram CoV2-Detect-Net.
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Table 1
K-Means clustering.

1. Input: image data set for clustering and feature extraction
2. Select the number of clusters (k)
3. Select the centroids C1;C2; � � � :Ckrandomly
4. Repeat
5. Calculate the Euclidean distance among each data and cluster.
6. Store clustered image into the region with minimum Euclidean distance.
7. Until coverage criteria
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coarse-grained manner. It is like a screening process for identifying useful features. Feature extraction is useful for large
dataset as it reduces the data dimensionality by obtaining the new features and remove repeated or redundant data. All
the details around these feature types are stated in [39]. Table 2 showcase the procedure for feature extraction. In our model
we have extracted following features.

3.1.1. Color features
Color features are most important features calculated from an image. Color features add more information and helps in

getting content information from an image. There are various methods, but we are discussing few.
Mean: Mean value of image is calculated as:
Table 2
Feature

Inpu
Calcu
for k
% ch
[ro
if

els

en
im
co
co
co
co
co
%
GL
sta
tex
tex
tex
tex
fea

end
save
mean ¼ ð 1
p� q

Þ
Xp�1

x¼0

Xq�1

y¼0

f ðx; yÞ ð7Þ
Standard Deviation: SD is the calculation of inhomogeneity in an image.
SD ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1
p�q

� � Pp�1
x¼0

Pq�1
y¼0ðf x; yð Þ �meanÞ2

r
ð8Þ
3.1.2. Texture features
Texture features are also extracted and for that we have used a well-known grey level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) [40].

Contrast, Correlation, Energy, Homogeneity etc. are the features extracted using GLCM approach.
Energy: Sum of square elements is captured in GLCM and is the uniformity in image regions. If the image pixel value is

high the value of energy is also high.
extraction of clustered images.

t: load Clustered image set from K-means algorithm.
late total length of data set.
k = 1: total_image
eck the size of image for grey/color image identification
ws, columns, numberOfColorChannels] = size(image);
numberOfColorChannels > 1
grayImage = rgb2gray(image);
e
grayImage = image;
d
age = double(image);
lor_features.sum = sum(sum(sum(image)));
lor_features.mode = mode(mode(mode(image)));
lor_features.mean = mean(mean(mean(image)));
lor_features.std = std(std(std(image)));
lor_features.var = var(var(var(image)));
calculate the texture feature by GLCM approach
CM2 = graycomatrix(grayImage,’Offset’,[1 0;0 1]);
ts = graycoprops(GLCM2);
ture_features.contrast = stats.Contrast;
ture_features.correlation = stats.Correlation;
ture_features.energy = stats.Energy;
ture_features.homogeneity = stats.Homogeneity;
tures = color_features; texture_features;

features features
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Table 3
Feature

Inpu
Fmin

repe
for g
//Cal
//For

v i;Gþ

//Eva

xi ¼

Whe
// ap
DE=r
// Ca
ci ¼
//Ap

Ci;Gþ

// Pa
Mult
end
End
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energy ¼
Xn�1

i;j

Q ij

� �2 ð9Þ
Entropy: Entropy is the measure of randomness in an image.
entropy ¼
Xn�1

i;j¼0

�lnðQijÞQij ð10Þ
Contrast: Measured for an image as the intensity measurement among pixels
constrast ¼
Xn�1

i;j¼0

Qijði� jÞ2 ð11Þ
Correlation: Measurement of correlation among the pixels.
correlation ¼
Xn�1

i;j¼0

Qij
ði� uÞðj� uÞ

a2 ð12Þ
Homogeneity: calculate the similarity among pixels.
Homogeneity ¼
Xn�1

i;j¼0

Qij

1þ ði� jÞ2
ð13Þ
where, Qij ¼ i; jð Þthelement in GLCM matrix, u ¼ Pn�1
i;j¼0iQ ij is the mean of GLCM. nis the gray level count in an image.

a2 ¼ Pn�1
i;j¼0Qi;jði� uÞ2 is the calculation of variance of intensities of all pixels.

The next step is feature selection. In this step all the feature set collected after data pre-processing is optimized based on
our hybrid differential evolution algorithm based on PSO. This is an important step as it reduces the complexity of the clas-
sifier by optimizing the feature, selecting only relevant features and thus improving the classifier’s accuracy. The implemen-
tation process of our feature selection and classification is shown in Table 3. In this approach, we have used PSO for
population initialization, then velocity and position of the particle is updated from its current position. In the next step,
DE is applied for local search. This balances the exploitation and exploration capabilities of both the algorithms and thus
improves the efficiency and prevents the problem of trapping into local optima. Further the optimized feature set are sent
for classification using SVM classifier.

In our hybrid DE and PSO, classical DE with DE=rand=2mutation strategy is used and updated it with PSO. Further, the
crossover strategy that uses a sigmoid function for comparing the best position. We have used this sigmoid function to accel-
erate the velocity by updating it within the range [0,1]. The position is updated as:
v i;Gþ1 ¼ Iw � v i;G þ a1 � b1 � lbestði;DÞ � Xi
� �þ a2 � b2 � gbetsði;DÞ � Xi

� �
selection and Classification with DEPSOSVM.

t: dataset (samples, classes), Population (NP), Generation
andFmax;CRmaxandCRmin ;a1;a2,
at
= 1: NP
culate random integers such that r1–r2–r3
each particle i, Calculate the velocity as:

1 ¼ Iw � v i;G þ a1 � b1 � lbestði;DÞ � Xi
� �þ a2 � b2 � gbetsði;DÞ � Xi

� �
luate the new position and select the best position as:

1
0
if randðÞ < f v iDð Þ

otherwise ;

�

ref v iDð Þ ¼ 1
1þe�viD

ply DE mutation as:
and=2Xi;Gþ1 ¼ Xr1;G þþF: Xr2;G � Xr3;G

� �þ F: Xr4;G � Xr5;G
� �

lculate the new fitness value. f ðciÞ from above as:
Xi;Gþ1 þ v i;Gþ1

ply crossover as

1 ¼ ciifrand 0;1ð Þ � CR
Xiotherwise

�

ss the optimized feature set for Classification
iSVM samples; classes; tempð Þ and compare with previous feature set. Choose best.
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xn;i ¼ 1
0
ifrandðÞ < f v iDð Þ

otherwise
;

�
where f v iDð Þ ¼ 1

1þ e�v iD
ð14Þ
where a1, a2,b1 and b2 are acceleration constants. In a generation G;For Particle i, v i represents the velocity in dimension D.
Iwrepresents the Inertia weight that specifies the effect of previous velocity. lbestði;DÞ and gbestði;DÞ represents the local and glo-
bal best values. f v iDð Þ is the sigmoid function.

As shown in Table 3, decision making system starts with hybrid DEPSO algorithm for feature selection. The algorithm
starts with initialization of population where features set obtained from COVID-19 image data set of Chest X-rays are set.
The hybrid DE-PSO algorithm is applied to optimize the feature set by removing the irrelevant features. A new feature
threshold constraint is added to validate the redundancy relevance, duplicity and performance of fitness function. The fitness
function is defined as.
Fobj ¼ a � nnz tempð Þ
lenth tempð Þ


 �
þ 1� að Þ � ð1� perf Þ ð15Þ
where, a is the threshold constraint in range 0;1½ �. In the above equation a is the relative importance of features and 1� a
is the relative importance of error rate in classification. Since number of features are always important than the classification
accuracy, the value of a should be a � 1� a:

3.2. Computational complexity

In our proposed feature selection approach based on hybrid DEPSO, the computation complexity lies in the selection of
mutation and crossover strategy using sigmoid function. Also, on the parameter self-adjusting strategy in each iteration, the
computational complexity of selection strategy is represented as OððN � Dþ N � Dþ NÞ � tmaxÞ. The self-adjusting strategy
has the complexity of O N �M � logN � tmaxð Þ where, N is the population sizes, D is dimension and tmax is the maximum iter-
ation andM is the count of objectives . Therefore, the computational complexity of our feature selection algorithm (DEPSO) is
O N � Dð Þ � tmaxð Þ þ O N �Mð Þ:

As we have used SVM as a classifier and classifier’s accuracy is dependent on training data and feature set. Therefore, the
complexity of SVM classifier during training is Oðn2f þ n3Þ and for prediction Oðnsf Þ, where n is the training sample, f is the
number of features, ns is the support vector count. This is due to the fact that during the training, classical SVM classifier
needs to evaluate the kernel matrix M represented as M xi; yj

� �
.

3.3. Dataset details

Currently RT-PCR test is performed to detect the COVID-19 infected individual. Lower and upper respiratory specimens
like nasal, sputum or nasal aspirate are collected from the person suspected to be infected by COVID-19 by health specialist.
But this test has limitations like the sample might malfunction by mistake and this impact the accurate diagnosis. Also, the
test process is very time consuming and rate of detection is also very low. Radiological images like chest X-ray images can be
used as an alternative for detection of COVID-19 infected individual. Therefore, in this study chest X-ray images available as
public dataset are used in our model. We have collected the COVID-19 chest X-ray images from [13] and [41]. Pneumonia
infected patient’s X-ray images [42] are also used so that our model can be effectively prepared and tested. Total 13,975
X-ray images are available as public dataset. This data has 8066 normal, 5551 Pneumonia and 358 COVID-19 chest X-ray
images. The sample X-ray images are shown in Fig. 2.

3.3.1. Class imbalance strategies
Feature selection and classification from imbalance data impact the performance of any machine learning model. There

are different strategies for handling the imbalance data [43]. This study showcases the impact of imbalance data on the per-
Fig. 2. Chest X-ray images (a) Normal (b) Pneumonia (C) COVID-19.
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formance of classifier. Inspired from these studies we have conducted a systematic approach by resizing all the images to
227� 227 pixels. Next is to get the mirror image by flipping each image. In the next step performing shearing, adding noise,
decreasing, and increasing the brightness by 	30 pixels on both original and flipped image. Since we have limited Covid-19
x-ray images, we perform this augmentation process on Covid-19 x-ray images. Fig. 3 shows that sample operation per-
formed, and different images obtained after augmentation process. By doing this, we obtain 24 variants of same image. After
this pre-processing of image dataset, we get an acceptable number of Covid-19 x-ray images.

3.4. Cluster analysis

In an unsupervised learning, clustering plays a very important role. The aim of clustering is to find the interesting pattern
in an unlabeled data and group them together. Various clustering techniques are suggested and proposed by researchers
[44]. As there are no absolute criteria for choosing the best clustering technique available and the clustering technique
mostly dependent of the problem. From the literature we see that there is a manual approach in which clusters are defined
for the dataset. Other approach is known as Overlapping clustering, in this technique data is clustered on fuzzy sets based on
some membership value. The other approach is hierarchical clustering technique. This algorithm starts by creating clusters
of similar objects and finally each object is grouped into the distinct clusters and final clusters will have similar objects. For
this study we have used 2 most widely used clustering techniques as K-means and expectation–maximization (EM) with
Gaussian mixture model (GMM-EM) [45] clustering technique. Table 4 shows the accuracy comparison results of K-
means and GMM-EM approach. The results show that K-means clustering is able to correctly classify 87.42% of features
whereas GMM-EM is able to achieve 85.4532% accuracy. The results show that K-means clustering is showing better results
in comparison to GMM-EM and therefore, we have opted k-mean algorithm as a clustering approach in our proposed model.

For calculation of ‘‘K” in K-means clustering we have used Elbow method. The basic idea in calculating the value of ‘‘K”
using elbow method is to run the clustering algorithm on various values from the dataset and then calculate the sum of
square error. This square error is the square of the distance between each value. ‘‘Euclidian distance” is used to calculate this
distance. Every observation of the data values fit to nearest mean value cluster. All these centers choose the clusters as per
the density and centroid. As shown in Fig. 4 for value of K = 2 there is an ‘‘elbow point”, therefore we have used this value for
clustering the image data. Image pre-processing is an important step for better clustering of images, we have applied Water-
shed transform of gradient magnitude as shown in Fig. 5. This helps in separating the touching objects from image.
Fig. 3. Image augmentation: (a) Original Image (b) Flipped Image (c) Shear Image (d) Noise (e) increased brightness (f) decreased brightness.
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Table 4
Experimental results applying K-means.

Instance classification K-means (%) (GMM-EM) %

Correctly classified instances 87.4296 85.4532
Incorrectly classified instances 12.5704 14.5468

Fig. 4. Elbow curve of K-means clustering.

Fig. 5. Image pre-processing for K-means clustering.
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3.5. Performance Evaluation:

We have applied k-fold cross-validation method [46] in order to ensure the reliability of our classifier and strengthen the
simulation results. In this approach we have used 10-fold cross-validation by randomly dividing the 10 set of training and
testing samples. Each combination is executed independently for calculating the accuracy and other parameters as men-
tioned below.

To measure the performance of our model, we have considered following parameters.


 Computation time: Total time spent in calculation.

 Classification accuracy:
CAcc ¼ TP þ TN
TP þ FP þ Tnþ FN

ð16Þ

 Fscore: Fscore is calculated to measure the test’s accuracy.
Fscore ¼ 2� CR� CM
CRþ CM

ð17Þ
where TP; TN; FP; FNare the correctly classified class, opposite class classified, incorrectly classified and misclassified class.
CRandCM are correctness and completeness.


 Friedman’s test: Non-parametric test for statistical analysis of the results.

3.6. Experimental results

For evaluation the performance of our proposed model, the experiment is performed using MATLAB with system config-
uration as 2.11 GHz, Intel � CoreTM i7-8650U and 16 GB RAM. The parameters used for DEPSO algorithm is mentioned in
Table 5. In the evolution stage setting up the right parameters is very important as performance is dependent on these con-
trol parameters, however choosing right parameters is a difficult process. In our approach values are adjusted in real time by
monitoring the evolutionary process of each individual. During the process of evolution if any individual stagnates then the
values need to be readjusted. In literature there is no guideline to set the values of control parameters, instead the random
selection of values by trial and error is considered as the better option [47]. Since we have use DE and PSO algorithm in our
model for feature selection and these algorithms are stochastic in nature, so accuracy is calculated by running our program
over 100 iteration for 30 runs. To evaluate the performance of our proposed model we have also implemented SVM, DE with
SVM (DE-SVM), PSO with SVM(PSO-SVM) classifier. We have also compared our proposed model’s efficiency with 8 recently
proposed approaches (detailed mentioned in Table 6) in literature for COVID-19 detection.

In the preprocessing step data is split into 3 set as training, validation, and testing. This formation of split data is packaged
as training data:80%, validation and testing data as 10% each. This validation data is required to better make the error prone
objective function. Now with the separate test data set, all the images are resized to 227� 227 pixel and the input data is
reshuffled in order to reduce the overfitting’s negative impact. Table 5 shows the distribution of data and classes. All the
images are pre-processed as in step 1 and 230 features are extracted from each image. These feature set are put for feature
selection process using our hybrid DEPSO algorithm. Finally, the optimized feature set are sent to classifier for classification.

Experimental results shown in Table 7 showcase the proposed algorithm performance with different values of a in fitness
function. From the table we can see that in all the cases there is a reduction in features but with a ¼ 0:15; our proposed algo-
rithm captures the smaller number of features with better classification accuracy as compared to other values. Our proposed
approach obtains 99.35 of average accuracy in 40 runs and best accuracy of 100%. These results also show the impact of rel-
evance and redundancy on the performance of classier. Therefore, it is important to choose the correct value of a.

We have applied k-fold cross-validation method in order to ensure the reliability of our classifier and strengthen the sim-
ulation results. For our experiment we have used k as 10 and so 10 sets of equal sized training and test data samples are
Table 5
Parameter settings.

S. No Parameter Name Value

1 Iteration 100
2 Default population 50
3 Iw 0.9
5 a1; a2 2.05, 2.05
6 FminandFmax 0.5, 1.0
7 CRmaxandCRmin 1.0 and 0.8
8 a 0.15
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Table 6
Dataset class.

No Class label Train Validation Test

COVID 1229 154 153
Pneumonia 1229 154 153
Normal 1229 154 153

Total 3687 462 459

Table 7
Proposed algorithm with different values of.a

a Avg size Avg accuracy Best accuracy

All 234 78.5
0.10 117 98.26 99.21
0.15 106 99.35 100
0.20 112 97.65 98.33
0.25 114 96.45 97.47
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created. Further 9 sets are used for training and 1 is used for testing the model. We have repeated this process 10 times by
applying data set on both training and testing stage. The average testing results are calculated with training and classifica-
tion time and shown in Table 8. Training time is the time spent in training a classifier on 10-fold cross-validation. Classifi-
cation time is the time spent in predicting the Covid-19 positive and negative cases. The results show that DESVM is able to
optimize the feature set and selects 116 features, PSOSVM selects the 112 optimized feature set and our proposed algorithm
is able to optimize maximum and select 106 feature set. These optimized feature results also show the impact on classifier’s
accuracy. We have also calculated the computational complexity of our algorithm. As we can see from the table the total
time for training is 11 sec which is less as compared with DESVM and PSOSVM classifiers but more than SVM classifier. Sim-
ilarly, the classification time complexity is also<1 s. The results show that our proposed hybrid approach working fast as
compared to other evolutionary variants but slow in comparison to SVM classifier. This is due to feature selection step added
in our framework and features subset selection from larger extracted feature set takes time but will results in fine tuning of
classifier by reducing the complexity .Results also indicate that our feature selection approach is able to get more optimized
feature set. This shows that adding the feature selection approach only improves the computational complexity of our clas-
sifier. These results show that our proposed algorithm is giving better performance as compared to other classifier in pred-
ication of COVID-19 positive and negative cases.

We have also compared our proposed approach performance with 8 recently proposed models. Experimental results are
shown in Table 9. From the results, we can see that the model proposed by Chowdhury et al. [17] is giving better results in
terms of accuracy and correctness in comparison to other state of art algorithms. Almost similar performance is shown by
Table 8
Result of classification using 10-fold cross validation method.

Evaluation parameters SVM DESVM PSOSVM DEPSOSVM

Number of Features 234 116 112 106
Accuracy 95.65 98.551 98.636 99.346
Correctness 0.985 1.000 1.000
Completeness 0.985 0.986 0.993
F-score 0.985 0.986 0.993
Training Time 2 sec 12 sec 8 sec 11 sec
Classification Time <1 sec <1 sec <1 sec <1 sec

Table 9
Comparing efficiency results with other state of art algorithms.

Methodology Accuracy (%) Correctness (CR) Completeness (CM) F-score

Wang et al. [13] 92.3 0.913 0.0887 0.900
Li et al. [14] 88.9 – – –
Afshar et al. [15] 95.7 – 0.900 –
Farooq et al. [16] 96.2 0.969 0.969 0.969
Chowdhury et al. [17] 98.3 1.000 0.967 0.983
Ucar et al. [18] 98.3 0.983 0.983 0.983
Ismael et al. [19] 90.53 88.00 93.33 90.72
Hussain et al. [20] 94.2 94.2 96.2 91.3
DEPSOSVM (Proposed Method) 99.346 1.000 0.993 0.993
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the diagnosis model proposed by Ucar et al. [18]. If we compare both these models with our proposed approach, the pro-
posed model with DEPSOSVM is showing better results with 99.34% of accuracy as compared with all the other approaches.
These results show our proposed model is giving more accurate results as compared to other models.

Experimental results show that our proposed model is showing superior performance then other approaches. There are
two reasons for the same. In our framework the initial step is to pre-process the images by applying K-means unsupervised
learning algorithmwhich is best suited for creating a self-learning model. The second reason is the feature selection step. We
have added a novel feature selection approach in which differential evolution algorithm is hybridized with PSO. This
hybridization helps swarm to acquire population diversity and avoiding local optima convergence. This is due to our muta-
tion strategy that helps algorithm to maintain the population diversity and to improve the local and global search ability by
utilizing DE mutation strategy at initial and PSO strategy at the later stage. DE helps in adding population diversity and PSO
enhances the convergence and accuracy. Following this process, optimized feature set are collected which are then put into
SVM classifier to gaining better classification accuracy particularly on the larger population and complex solution set. In our
approach, DE has been used to maintain the constant parameter value for every evolution, but individual parameter can
dynamically get the optimized performance in each iteration. Every dataset is different and complex so need a dynamic
strategy to choose the parameter for each iteration and this will improve the overall efficiency of the algorithm. Therefore,
in our approach, parameters are self-adjusted based of the status. For example, if any individual parameter becomes station-
ary in consecutive generations, our model will readjust them by random values as:
Fi;Gþ1 ¼ Fi;G ifESi < ESmax

Fmin þ Fmax � Fminð Þ � randð1;DÞ otherwise

�
ð18Þ
CRi;Gþ1 ¼ CRi;G ifESi < ESmax

CRmin þ CRmax � CRminð Þ � randð1;DÞ otherwise

�
ð19Þ
where Fi;G; FminandFmax are the scaling factor and min and max constant values of scaling factor respectively.
CRi;G;CRmaxandCRmin represents the crossover rate, max and min constant values of crossover rate for Xi;Gþ1 in generation
G. rand (1, D) is the random values in range [1, D} and D is the size (samples, 2). The min and max values for scaling factor
are 0.8 and 1.0 and crossover rate are 0.8 and 1.0. The impact of these control parameters is crucial and therefore the values
are chosen by trial and error.

For handling the population diversity and premature convergence problem, we have used a novel mutation operation to
produce child generation followed by crossover with particles. These generated offspring have their position updated.
Throughout the iteration these new offspring update their own best position in comparison to other generated offspring.

As shown in Fig. 6, we have created the confusion matrix of our proposed framework in testing. In the figure, 1 represent
the COVID data, 2 for the normal and 3 is for the Pneumonia data. Our proposed model is able to detect all the COVID-19
infected chest X-ray images of the patients. Out of 459 samples, there is only 3 cases where misclassification happened. If
we check for the error rate, it is 0.007% for normal x-ray images and 0.01% for pneumonia cases. This shows the robustness
and sustainability of our model. We have also captured the results using box plot as shown in Fig. 7 for good understanding.

We have also performed non-parametric Friedman’s test for evaluating the statistical performance of our proposed

model. The null hypothesis is set as: For the same dataset, results Q is tested for the provided p value Z2
Q�1 > T

� �
, where

T is test statistics [48]. For testing performance metrics is applied on accuracy, fitness and Fscore: Test statistics results and
ranks for various approaches are shown in Tables 10 and 11 respectively. For this experiment, confidence level (a) is taken
as 0.5. From Table 10 we can observe the difference between various approaches are significant and so this null hypothesis is
rejected. Ranking order of various approaches are given in Table 11. Lower the value, higher is the ranking and so our pro-
posed model achieves highest ranking among all other algorithms. Therefore, statistical results also confirm the superiority
of our proposed model.

Friedman’s non-parametric test results shows that there is a significant difference between the comparative algorithm,
but we are not able to establish the interrelation between the algorithms in comparison. García et al. [49] and Derrac
et al. [50] has suggested a post-hoc analysis for N � N comparison of multiple algorithms. Their studies suggested a non-
parametric test should be conducted to determine whether there is any significant difference among the algorithms in com-
parison. Once this is established that there is a significant difference among the algorithms then post-hoc analysis is per-
formed to detect which pair of algorithms are significantly different.

Post-hoc test are usually performed to control the type-1 error also known as family wise error rate (FWER) [51]. In a
pairwise multiple comparison tests, FWER refers to the probability of rejecting at least one null hypothesis. With the Fried-
man test, the Bonferroni test is usually a suggested approach which adjust the p-values and controls the FWER [52]. But this
approach is very conservative and there are modifications made to the original process [53,54]. We have used Holm’s test to
determine which of these algorithms are different in N � N comparison. This Holm’s test is also known as modified Bonfer-
roni process and works on sequentially rejective step down approach for calculating the adjusted p-value [53]. This post-hoc
analysis is based on the significant value of a: For this experiment we have usedaas:05:

We have applied post-hoc analysis to further strengthen the statistical analysis and to showcase that there is a significant
difference between the proposed algorithm and rest of the algorithms in comparison. We have used Bonferroni-Holm pro-
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Fig. 7. Box plot of SVM and DESVM, PSOSVM and DEPSOSVM classification accuracies.

Fig. 6. Confusion Matrix of our proposed Framework.

Table 10
Friedman’s test data.

Method Chi sq Asymptotic significance Hypothesis

Accuracy 46.035 3.2097E�06 Rejected
Fitness 59.70 2.7683E�08 Rejected
F Score 39.72 4.0034E�05 Rejected
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cess for this analysis. Table 12 shows the results from post-hoc analysis that includes Z-score, p-value (unadjusted), Holm’s
coefficient adjustment and adjusted p-value. The results are compared with proposed model and other 4 algorithms. From
the results it is evident that proposed model shows the significant difference in performance in comparison to other algo-
rithms. Therefore, post-hoc analysis results also confirms the superiority of our model.
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Table 11
Different algorithms rank.

Methodologies Rank values

SVM 4.4
DESVM 2.4
PSOSVM 1.9
DEPSOSVM 1.4

Table 12
Post-hoc analysis.

Evaluation Criteria DEPSOSVM vs Z-score p-value Coefficient adjustment of Holm Adjusted p -value

Accuracy
SVM 2.6458 0.008150 3 0.024449
PSOSVM 2.4568 0.014018 2 028,036
DESVM 2.2678 0.023341 1 0.023341

Fitness
SVM 4.1576 0.000032 4 0.000388
PSOSVM 2.6458 0.008150 3 0.032598
DESVM 2.4568 0.014018 1 0.028036

F-Score
SVM 2.3434 0.019109 2 0.038218
PSOSVM 2.2678 0.023341 1 0.023341
DESVM 2.6458 0.008150 4 0.032598
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4. Conclusion

SARS-CoV-2 also known as COVID-19 is a global pandemic. This virus transmits from human to human and spreads very
rapidly. Therefore, there is a need for rapid detection of individuals suffering from COVID-19 so that infected patients should
receive quick care and treatment. The current testing approach is full of limitations and require manual intervention from
health specialist. Therefore, an alternative approach is required which should be quick, real time in response, giving accurate
results and minimal manual intervention should be required. In this study, we have proposed a new framework which is a
self-learning model, giving accurate results without manual intervention.

This model can be used for real time detection of individuals suffering from COVID-19. This framework works on 3 step
process in which 1st step is data pre-processing. In this step, chest X-ray image is first clustered by using unsupervised K-
means algorithm and then features are extracted. In the 2nd step, feature selection is performed using a novel differential
evolution algorithm based on PSO. The large feature set obtained after feature extraction are optimized by removing irrel-
evant features. The optimized feature set is then put into SVM classifier to fine tune the classification process and get the
better accuracy in terms of identification of COVID-19 positive and negative cases.

The proposed framework is tested on large public data set of chest X-ray images and compared with other state of art
approaches. Our approach is performing superior as compared to other approaches and giving better accuracy, correctness,
completeness and Fscore: We have also compared the computation time with SVM and with classical DE and PSO algorithm.
Our proposed approach is giving better optimized feature set in less time as compared with classical DE and PSO. We have
also performed Friedman’s non-parametric test for statistical analysis and our model is performing better as compared to
other approaches. This shows that our model is robust and sustainable learning model and has a great potential to be used
as an automation tool for detecting the COVID-19 infected individuals in real time. The proposed model can be used public
places like shopping mall, Metro, school/colleges, Airports, Railways entry points to detect the individuals infected from
COVID-19.

In future we want to extend this work and test our model on larger set of data and evaluate other evolutionary
approaches.
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